Observing an induced-fit mechanism during sequence-specific DNA methylation.
The characterization of conformational changes that drive induced-fit mechanisms and their quantitative importance to enzyme specificity are essential for a full understanding of enzyme function. Here, we report on M.HhaI, a sequence-specific DNA cytosine C(5) methyltransferase that reorganizes a flexible loop (residues 80-100) upon binding cognate DNA as part of an induced-fit mechanism. To directly observe this approximately 26A conformational rearrangement and provide a basis for understanding its importance to specificity, we replaced loop residues Lys-91 and Glu-94 with tryptophans. The double mutants W41F/K91W and W41F/E94W are relatively unperturbed in kinetic and thermodynamic properties. W41F/E94W shows DNA sequence-dependent changes in fluorescence: significant changes in equilibrium and transient state fluorescence that occur when the enzyme binds cognate DNA are absent with nonspecific DNA. These real-time, solution-based results provide direct evidence that binding to cognate DNA induces loop reorganization into the closed conformer, resulting in the correct assembly of the active site. We propose that M.HhaI scans nonspecific DNA in the loop-open conformer and rearranges to the closed form once the cognate site is recognized. The fluorescence data exclude mechanisms in which loop motion precedes base flipping, and we show loop rearrangements are directly coupled to base flipping, because the sequential removal of single hydrogen bonds within the target guanosine:cytosine base pair results in corresponding changes in loop motion.